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Protein crystallography has greatly advanced in the last decade.
We are now witnessing a growth rate of about two new struc-
tures per day. The results have made a major contribution to
fundamental understanding of biological processes and have
given insights into problems of molecular recognition and
biological control of importance to medicine and industry.
Blundell and Johnson's textbook Protein Crystallography
(Academic Press, 1976) described the foundations but there has
been no up-to-date treatment of the recent theoretical devel-
opment of the subject since this text was published. In this time
there has been relatively slow progress in developing new
methods for structure determination so that the theory elabor-
ated in Blundell and Johnson's book remains valid but there
have been enormous advances in molecular biology, crystal-
lization, new X-ray detectors, use of multi-wavelength anom-
alous scattering, fast computers and better software that have
led to new methods for phase improvement, refinement of
protein crystal structures and objective assessment of their
likely correctness. In 1976, synchrotron radiation was only just
coming into use for protein crystallography. Now the third
generation of synchrotron sources has come into operation. A
new book is timely.
Professor Jan Drenth's new textbook focuses on principles of
protein crystallography. The book combines the newest devel-
opments in the field with the basics of X-ray crystallography.
As stated in the preface, the author aimed to write a textbook
devoted to theory and principles of protein crystallography.
This task is well accomplished. Theories are dealt with
thoroughly and carefully. There are 141 diagrams in total,
which serve to illustrate the text and support the reading/
learning process. The text arrangement is consistent through-
out the book. Each chapter starts with a brief but informative
introduction, followed by basic theories if appropriate, then
gradually leads to more practical problems, concluding with
a summary.
Chapter 1 describes protein crystallization. Although this sub-
ject has been covered in greater detail in specialized texts, the
summary here provides a useful overview. A comprehensive
and instructive description of the X-ray hardware is presented
in Chapter 2, 'X-ray Sources and Detectors', and is well illus-
trated. For further details of the use of synchrotron radiation
the reader is referred to John Helliwell's book Macromnolecular
Crystallography with Synchrotron Radiation (Cambridge Univ-
ersity Press, 1992). X-ray film is rightly given only a brief de-
scription and image plates and area detectors are highlighted.
Readers might have wished for greater depth in the description
of the physical chemistry of image plates and perhaps an
indication of the principle of operation behind charge coupled
devices. There is a useful compilation of units used for bio-
logical radiation dose but again readers might wish to know
the recommended maximum tolerable dosage levels and
how these compare with the background radiation to which
we are all exposed.
In Chapter 3, a balanced introduction to basic knowledge of
crystals is given; symmetry operations, point groups and space-
groups are well described. This classical and essential aspect of
crystallography is important in training. Chapters 4-6 cover the
fundamentals of X-ray diffraction. These have been covered in
other texts and are included here for completeness. Chapter 7
on the solution of the phase problem by isomorphous replace-
ment is substantial (60 pages). Although the material is not new
the equations are developed in a consistent and logical manner.
Our only quibble is to suggest that more emphasis might have
been given to the use of the selenomethionine-engineered
proteins as a powerful source for phase determination based
on isomorphous scattering alone. The 'Phase Improvement'
(Chapter 8) is novel. It draws together omit maps and methods
of weighting, solvent masking and averaging. These methods
have provided a major contribution in almost all successful
structure determinations. This is followed by two chapters on
anomalous scattering and molecular replacement. These are
especially valuable for their concise and clear exposition (for
example the locked rotation function is explained beautifully in
two pages). Two short chapters follow, one on direct methods
and another on Laue diffraction. The last three chapters deal
with model refinement, phase combination and assessment of
the quality of the model. Again these chapters deal with up-to-
date information and provide a lucid description and a valuable
compilation of the most recent developments. The critic might
call for greater detail, such as a description of the energy terms
used in restrained crystallographic refinement, their derivation
and the justification for likely standard values. The concept of
the 'free R value' is proving useful as an independent monitor
of the progress of refinement and here again the reader might
wish for more guidance on the significance of the values given
by this reliability index.
The book is attractive. Basic terminology is defined and
explained; many important equations are proved. Although
theory dominates, the author does give useful practical tips. On
the negative side, the mathematical approach may not be easily
assimilated by students with a biology background, although
the mathematics are simplified as much as possible. For such
readers Duncan McRee's recent book, Practical Protein Crystal-
lography, (Academic Press, 1993) which deals with the subject
in a much more practical manner, may provide an easier start-
ing point. But newcomers do need to understand the theory as
well as the practical aspects and Jan Drenth's book fulfils both
these criteria. In spite of small imperfections, this excellent
work by Jan Drenth is timely and particularly useful for stu-
dents beginning to learn protein crystallography. We recom-
mend the book, both for novices seeking a thorough
grounding in the principles of protein crystallography, and for
experienced crystallographers alike. Perhaps the greatest testi-
mony that we can give the book is that since we have had it
in the laboratory we have found it useful to refer to ourselves
and have passed it on to our graduate students with the advice
of "read this".
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